
Senior Web Developer 

To secure continuous improvement, challenge and further development of the Cardlay App as well as 
partner Apps. 

Cardlay is a single platform to issue, load and manage cards and expenses globally for complete 
visibility. 

If you think that Card management needs to be a bureaucratic process between a company and its 
banks – think again. The Cardlay approach eliminates any back-and forth discussions and demanding 
processes just to order payment cards. With real time notifications and virtual account functionality; 
tracking multiple transactions is simple, fast and immediate. 

Cardlay A/S was founded with a focus on three parallel platforms; the Cardlay Card Management 
Platform; the Cardlay Administration Platform, for expense management and matching expenses with 
transactions and the Cardlay mobile Android & iOS App that make it easy to report expenses on the go. 

Jørgen Christian Juul, the founder of Cardlay A/S, who has both founded and managed several 
companies saw the opportunity to address issues around payment card handling and expense 
management and came up with a creative solution. 

The Cardlay Platforms communicate instantly with each other. The company can issue, load and 
manage transactions in real-time. It only takes around 30 seconds to create a new account in the bank, 
issue and load a new card, and mail it as a virtual card for employees. Physical cards are mailed by post 
and can arrive within 96 hours of ordering. The platforms are “born global” offering EUR, USD, GBP, 
NOK, SEK and DKK as currencies for payment cards. 

Cardlay offer its platform as own brand and as “white label” with large partners. The Cardlay core team 
consist of hand-picked, senior specialists who ensure ultimate efficiency in technical and business 
development. Offices today are Copenhagen, Odense & Belgrade. 

The position 

The new Senior Web Developer will refer to the CTO and will be in the development organisation.  
At Cardlay you will work with cutting edge technologies like React 16 (ES6) and Redux. Your primary 
focus will be developing and maintaining modern web solutions and not dated legacy applications. 
Your key areas of responsibility will be: 

• Design and build new advanced web applications for the Cardlay platform 
• Secure Cardlay business success by continuously refining the architecture landscape and roadmap 

according to current and future business needs 
• Work on bug fixes and improve existing web applications 



Your profile 

You have experience with high quality custom-built applications and end-to-end solutions and you have 
already built several web sites which has given you an understanding of the full web development life 
cycle. 

You take pride in attention to good architecture, design details, and sound coding principles. 
In addition you: 

• Have worked with at least one of the following frameworks: ReactJS, VueJS, or AngularJS. 
• Are very well versed in JavaScript (ES6, ES5) 
• Know how to work with RESTful API’s 
• Have a good understanding of UI/UX design principles and best practices. 
• Have experience using at least one CSS preprocessor (SASS or LESS). 

Experience within the following areas/topics is a plus: 

• Developing single page applications using ReactJS 
• Experience with Flux application architecture (Redux preferably) 
• Familiarity with functional coding principles (in JavaScript) 
• Automated testing using JEST, Mocha, or similar tools. 

We offer you 

We offer a challenging and developing position in a unique Fintech start-up with extraordinary good 
personal development opportunities. You will work in a true international context. 

If you have any questions about the position, please contact Ralph Zitz at rz@cardlay.com or telephone 
+45 52 15 93 11. 


